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Earth Helpers

Take Care of Earth. People work together to help our 
planet.

April 22 is Earth Day! That day reminds people to take care of our planet. 

Many kids and adults will take part in the Great American Cleanup. It is held 

each year from March 1 to May 31.

Weekly Reader spoke with Gail Cunningham. She is in charge of the Great 

American Cleanup. She says, "People should get into the habit of taking 
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Earth Helpers

care of Earth all year long." Here are some ways people can help.

Clean Up Litter

People will clean up beaches and parks this year. They will pick up litter, or 

trash. Animals can mistake litter for food and choke on it. In 2014, 

volunteers for the Great American Cleanup collected more than 37 million 

pounds of litter and debris.

Plant a Tree

Many people will plant trees. Volunteers planted more than 41,000 trees in 

2014. Trees are very important. They help clean the air. They also give off a 

gas called oxygen. People and animals need oxygen to live.

Recycle

People will recycle paper, bottles, and cans. When something is recycled, it 

is made into something new. Volunteers collected more than 250 million 

pounds of items to be used for recycling or reusing in 2014. Many of these 

items were bottles, which a company used to make backpacks for kids.

A few years ago, the bottles were made into fleece jackets. Those jackets 

were given to kids who didn't have enough warm clothing. "It is wonderful to 

turn plastic bottles into something fantastic," says Cunningham.
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ReadWorks Vocabulary - recycle
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Definition
verb

1. to put used things through a process that allows them to be used again.

The city recycles paper, glass, metal, and plastic.

Advanced Definition
transitive verb

1. to treat (discarded items) for reuse or so as to recover reusable materials.

Don't throw all that paper in the garbage; it can be recycled.

2. to reuse or adapt to a new use.

3. to pass or send through a cycle again.

Spanish cognate

reciclar: The Spanish word reciclar means recycle.
				

These are some examples of how the word or forms of the word are used:

1. Things made of plastic can be recycled. They can be made into something new.

2. The message seems to have stuck with 9-year-old Arron Smith. "When you recycle, you save 
trees and animals' homes."

3. Cans, bottles, and newspapers can be recycled. That means these objects are put through a 
special process so they can be used again.

4. People will recycle paper, bottles, and cans. When something is recycled, it is made into 
something new. Volunteers collected more than 70 million plastic bottles last year. The bottles 
were recycled, and a company used them to make backpacks for kids.
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Definition
noun

1. a person who offers to work or help without pay.

With the help of many volunteers, we were able to finish the project.

verb

1. to offer a thing or service freely and often for no pay.

They volunteered their time and efforts to helping other people.

I was surprised when my son volunteered to take out the garbage.

After high school, he volunteered for the army.

Advanced Definition
noun

1. one who offers to perform work or services without pay.

The teacher needed a volunteer to pass out the papers.

She works as a volunteer for the Red Cross.

2. one who enlists in the armed forces.

When there were not enough volunteers to fight, the government instituted the 

draft.

adjective

1. of or pertaining to a volunteer or volunteers.

It's a small town with only volunteer firefighters.

The U.S. has a volunteer army.

intransitive verb

1. to present oneself for work or service.

I think I'll volunteer at the soup kitchen this year.

2. to enlist in the armed forces.
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He wasn't drafted; he volunteered.

transitive verb

1. to offer (one's time or labor) freely or for no pay.

He volunteered an hour a week at the nursing home.

2. to express or offer without being asked or obligated.

He didn't volunteer any explanation for his behavior.

Thank you for volunteering your help.

Spanish cognate

voluntario: The Spanish word voluntario means volunteer.
				

These are some examples of how the word or forms of the word are used:

1. Blackwell is very excited about the new sports center. He told Weekly Reader, "We have more 
kids that want to play now. We have more volunteer coaches now."

2. Because of his efforts, Erik was recently chosen as one of the top kid volunteers in the 
country. He was picked by an awards program. It is called the Gloria Barron Prize for Young 
Heroes.

3. People will clean up beaches and parks this year. They will pick up litter, or trash. Animals can 
mistake litter for food and choke on it. Last year, volunteers for the Great American Cleanup 
collected more than 200 million pounds of litter.

4. Gabriella said she has learned that a person is never too young to make a difference. She has 
been around the United States and Europe to get this message across. She hopes she can 
encourage other young people to do volunteer work.

5. Miss Johnson placed one plant in a sunny spot on the windowsill and the other on the floor in a 
dark corner of the classroom. She asked for four volunteers. Each volunteer was responsible 
for watering the plant on the windowsill once a week.

6. Many kids are now trying new foods and learning they like them. Lisa Samuelson is the parent 
volunteer in charge of the program. She says a lot of students have told her, "I like salad. I 
didn't think I liked salad!" Then those students have gone home and asked their parents to buy 
vegetables that they have tried at school.
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Earth Helpers - Comprehension Questions

Name: ___________________________________ Date: _______________

1. What does Earth Day remind people to do?

2. Trees are very important. They give off a gas called oxygen. What else do they do, 

according to the passage?

3. Picking up litter helps animals. Support this conclusion with evidence from the 

passage.

4. What is this passage mostly about?
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Earth Helpers - Comprehension Questions

5. The question below is an incomplete sentence. Choose the word that best completes 

the sentence.

Earth Day happens once a year, _______ you can follow the three Rs every day.

A. but

B. because

C. so
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Earth Helpers - Vocabulary: recycle

Name: ___________________________________ Date: _______________

1. What is a meaning of the word recycle?

A. protect from impact

B. cause harm to

C. reuse the whole thing

2. What is another meaning of the word recycle?

A. use again

B. agree

C. accuse

Please use each answer choice only once. Choose the one word that best 
completes the sentence.
					

3. It lays eggs, and a new life _____ begins.

A. bicycles

B. bicycle

C. cycle

D. cycles

E. recycled

F. recycling

4. What a great day for a _____ ride!

A. bicycles

B. bicycle

C. cycle

D. cycles

E. recycled

F. recycling
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5. The scientist is collecting clues of different plant life _____.

A. bicycles

B. bicycle

C. cycle

D. cycles

E. recycled

F. recycling

6. Many people rent _____ to explore the city.

A. bicycles

B. bicycle

C. cycle

D. cycles

E. recycled

F. recycling

7. Each person needs to help with _____ paper.

A. bicycles

B. bicycle

C. cycle

D. cycles

E. recycled

F. recycling

8. Almost anything can be _____ into art.

A. bicycles

B. bicycle

C. cycle

D. cycles

E. recycled

F. recycling
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Earth Helpers - Vocabulary: recycle

9. Please write your own sentence using the word recycle.

10. What would you like to remember about the meaning of the word recycle so that 

you can use it when you write or speak?
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Earth Helpers - Vocabulary: volunteer

Name: ___________________________________ Date: _______________

1. What is a meaning of the word volunteer?

A. an orange root vegetable

B. one who lives in a place

C. a person who offers help

2. What is another meaning of the word volunteer?

A. work for an expert to learn a business

B. a person who chooses to do work with no pay

C. tiny leafy-stemmed flowerless plants

Please use each answer choice only once. Choose the one word that best 
completes the sentence.
					

3. You can control when _____ muscles move.

A. volunteering

B. voluntary

C. volunteers

D. involuntary

E. volunteer

F. volunteered

4. Meals are brought to their homes by _____.

A. volunteering

B. voluntary

C. volunteers

D. involuntary

E. volunteer

F. volunteered
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5. They always try to _____ their time to help in any way they can.

A. volunteering

B. voluntary

C. volunteers

D. involuntary

E. volunteer

F. volunteered

6. We cannot control _____ muscles.

A. volunteering

B. voluntary

C. volunteers

D. involuntary

E. volunteer

F. volunteered

7. Last week I _____ our basement for the party.

A. volunteering

B. voluntary

C. volunteers

D. involuntary

E. volunteer

F. volunteered

8. Being a good citizen doesn't just include _____ to help people, though.

A. volunteering

B. voluntary

C. volunteers

D. involuntary

E. volunteer

F. volunteered
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